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Finished Quilt Size: 84” x 96”
Finished Block Size: 8”
Stars and chains in blues and
neutrals are sure to capture any
star-lover’s fancy! I love
designing projects that will use
up every last bit. This quilt was a
great way for me to use a large
variety of blue and neutral scraps
for the half square triangles, and
even more scrap fun clearing out
a whole box of neutral strings used in the alternate block areas!
Class supplies:
Please note: This is a "book required" class. The pattern is found in my book String Fling, and
may be purchased through your local shop, or ordered through my website at
http://quiltville.com
In addition to the basic requirements of Sewing Machine with 1/4" foot, (ALSO bring a regular
open toe foot if your 1/4" foot has a guide on it.) pins, needles, thread, seam ripper, scissors,
rotary cutter, mat and ruler please bring the following:
Foundation paper: Any paper can be used! I use phone book paper as my foundation as it tears
easily and is readily available. Unprinted news print type paper, or doodle pads from the dollar
store also work well! Please avoid velum as it curls when touched with an iron. Cut a handful of
4.5" square foundations from paper before coming to class.
A 4.5" or 6.5" square ruler is helpful in trimming up string block units.
I like to use a size 15 denim needle when doing the string piecing. They make bigger holes in
the paper for easy removal.
Fabric Requirements for full quilt:
4 yards of blue scraps and strings. Gather a wide variety of prints, stripes, plaids and others
ranging in value from light blue to dark navy.

5 yards of light/neutral scraps and strings. Look for a wide variety of prints, stripes and plaids
ranging from white to cream to beige to tan. The fabrics may include small figures, leaves
and flowers as long as the fabric ground reads as neutral.
Easy Angle Ruler: I made all the half square triangle units for my quilt using the Easy Angle
Ruler and 2.5" strips. If you have your own favorite way of making half square triangles, cut
your fabric accordingly. This fabric is INCLUDED in the yardage requirements above. Just cut
SOME 2.5" strips of both the neutral and the blue. It's a 6 hour class, you only need enough
fabric cut to keep you busy for 6 hours ;c) You can cut more later!
I look forward to seeing you in class! If you have any questions, feel free to email me at
Quiltville@gmail.com

